grant family who regarded his adopted homeland with a mixture of awe and disdain (' as a country [we thought of the United States] . . . as magical but . . . [its] population did not strike us as being especially clever ' [35] ). This sense of inhabiting a precarious world-of being isolated, alienated figures within subcultures that were themselves alien to and isolated from the larger national culture-is central to their writing. Both endured troubled teenage years involving substance abuse and both credit a sustained period of psychoanalysis for saving them from (self)-destruction. 1 The similarities between them go beyond their biographies. They have both published works of fiction that draw heavily from their own lives: Shteyngart himself claims to have been 'shocked', upon rereading them, 'by the overlaps between fiction and reality' (318) in his novels The Russian Debutante's Handbook (2002) , Absurdistan (2006), and Super Sad Love Story (2010) , while Auslander's short story collection 1 In an interview, Auslander claims to have 'faced a simple choice: either write or commit suicide' (Caesar, 2012: 10) and credits his psychoanalyst with giving him the advice to 'put something down on paper' (Caesar, 2012: 10) . In Little Failure, Shteyngart says, simply, '[i] t saved my life. What more can I add to that?' (312).
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Beware of God (2005) and novel Hope: A Tragedy (2013) clearly echo many of the details of the author's biography, as documented in interviews and in his life writing. Finally, they have both published memoirs- Auslander's Foreskin's Lament (2007) and Shteyngart's Little Failure (2014) -that follow the narrative trajectory of Bildungsromane and which are, as their titles suggest, characterised by a self-satirising, self-incriminating comedy.
2 Ignominy, humiliation, abjection, shame, disgrace, and guilt are their keynotes. In this article, I will argue that this comedy emerges in part from an intertextual dialogue with the work of Philip Roth, so that we might call (Caesar, 2012: 10) . In the same piece, however, Auslander mentions a short story by the American Jewish contemporary of Roth, Leonard Michaels ('I would have saved them if I could'), as an example of his discovery of 'writing that changed his life' (Caesar, 2012: 10) .
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Really? said Bree. Does he live in Brooklyn?
Of course, said Hannah. Philip Roth? . . . I thought he was dead, said Bree. (Auslander, 2012: 133) Later, after Bree moves out of the family farmhouse in whose attic the irascible, embittered old woman claiming to be Anne turns out to be hiding, writing a novel, Kugel, ringing up his sister, is told by Bree's maid that she has gone out: Auslander's novel is also the name of the wife of the fictional novelist, E.I. Lonoff, in Roth's novel, they certainly suggest that Auslander had Roth on his mind when writing the book. This is equally true of Foreskin's Lament, which recalls Roth's most (in)famous novel, Portnoy 's Complaint (1969) , both in the format of its title and in its numerous comical references to onanism. It also contains the following passage, in which Shalom prefaces his reflections on his compulsive voyeurism (he makes daily visits to peep shows as a teenager) by attempting to pre-empt any comparisons with Roth: This isn't some Philip Roth sexual-obsession-as-a-reflection-of-man's-fear-ofdeath disgusting. This is not my physical being yearning for some higher illumination. There is no greater existential message within my degeneracy. This is not Sabbath's Theater; it is Shalom's Buddy Booth. I'm gross. I'm icky.
I'm wicked. (Auslander, 2007b: 110) Like the mentions of Roth in Hope, this functions as both a disclaimer of any affinity and as evidence for it: it's not just that the emphatic nature of his insistence on the discrepancies between himself and Roth invites the speculation that he may be protesting too much, it's that the terms in which he proclaims these differences reveal a familiarity not just with the older writer's reputation in general terms but more specifically with his comic masterpiece, Sabbath's Theater, whose protagonist is indeed 'gross . . . icky . . . wicked' and haunted by (his own and others') mortality.
Shteyngart has been less guarded in acknowledging his debt to, and admiration for, Roth. In an interview with Mark Oppenheimer, he names him as one of his favourite writers (Oppenheimer, 2006) . In another interview, Troy Patterson relays an anecdote in which Shteyngart reports that 'he was introduced to Philip Roth, who was, though polite, not necessarily interested in what Shteyngart had to say . . . but in Gary's date, which Gary chalks up to Roth being Roth: "That's the guy I love"' (Patterson, 2014) . However, if Auslander's denials of Roth's influence might seem a little disingenuous, or even defensive, Shteyngart's declaration of affection is qualified by a certain irreverence, an irony that manifests itself both as self-deprecation (in one sense he is the butt of the joke here, Roth's indifference to him a humbling reminder of Shteyngart's relatively lesser literary status) and as satire at Roth's expense (it is not just his lofty literary reputation that is alluded to here, but also the less flattering popular image of him as a womaniser). Shteyngart's response to Roth's retirement was similarly mischievous in tone, mixing satire and self-satire: 'On the one hand, it's sad. On the other hand, when you're done, you're done! There's an old Russian saying zdelal delo, gul'ai smelo. Roughly, "You've finished your task, now you may frolic with ease". What good fortune to be done with one's life burden!' (Temple, 2012) .
Here Shteyngart invokes another popular stereotype of Roth-as the self-punishing perfectionist, for whom writing is, as he told Charles McGrath, a daily agony, a source of 'frustration ' and 'humiliation' (McGrath, 2012) -as a way of registering envy of the exalted status of the older writer (Shteyngart would like to share his 'good fortune' but does not have the privilege of doing so) while at the same time gently mocking Roth's self-dramatising tendencies (as suggested by the portentousness of the phrase [Howe, 1972] ). Conversely, Grinberg's essay, although ostensibly a review of Shteyngart's fourth book, is also a reconsideration of Shteyngart's whole career, which he presents as an ironic fulfilment of 'the infamous Soviet project of hollowing out Jewishness' (Grinberg, 2014: 71) . Just as Howe accuses Roth of misrepresenting Jewish family life, relying on 'vulgar' comedy-'lampoons', ' caricatures', and 'skits'-that confirms 'what had always been suspected about those immigrant Jews but had recently not been tactful to say' (Howe, 1972) , so Grinberg indignantly points out that 'not all Russian-Jewish families function as his [Gary's] does, with parents who hate each other, whose speech consists largely of profanities, and who emotionally smother their children' (Grinberg, 2014: 70) . It is no coincidence that Grinberg seems as incapable of distinguishing between Shteyngart and his protagonist as Howe was of detecting any ironic distance between Roth and Portnoy (Howe lamented the 'spilling-out of the narrator' in the novel 'which it becomes hard to suppose is not also the spilling-out of the author' [Howe, 1972] (Roth, 2007: 114) . 6 The most arch allusion to Roth comes when Gary cites the older writer's alma mater as a marker of mediocrity: 'What does it mean for an immigrant child of the top rank to go to Bucknell University? . . . It means I have failed my parents. I have failed myself. We may as well have never come
here' (Shteyngart, 2014: 219) . Again, the irony here is aimed both at Roth himself (the famous author is cut down to size by the reminder that he attended a college that would have been spurned by immigrant children ' of the top rank') and at the rigid notions of status and social stratification (implicitly attributed to Gary and his family) that produce such snobbery, whose absurdity is exposed by the hyperbole of Gary's assertion that, had he attended Bucknell, it would have rendered his family's relocation to the United States pointless.
Apart from their titles, the clearest point of comparison between Portnoy's Complaint and Foreskin's Lament is the prominence in both of masturbation.
Whereas Alexander Portnoy's compulsive onanism is presented, in Freudian terms, as an act of sublimated aggression against the taboos of his family (he uses both his sister's brassiere and the liver that is destined for the dinner table as masturbatory aids), in Foreskin's Lament it is one of the young Shalom's main modes of transgression against the religious strictures with which he is inculcated. Early on in the book, there is a detailed description of the punishments with which Shalom and his fellow young Hasidic males are threatened if they should disobey the biblical injunction against the spilling of one's seed on barren ground:
[T]he angels would take me to a huge house of worship, filled with hundreds of thousands of Jews, praying and studying, Jews that would have been born if I hadn't killed them, wasted them, mopped them up with a dirty sock during the hideous failure of my despicable life (there are roughly 50 million sperms in every ejaculate; that's about nine holocausts in every wank. I was just hitting puberty when they told me this, or puberty was just hitting 6 There is also an echo here of Woody Allen's short story 'The Kugelmass Episode' (another text which alludes to Portnoy's Complaint), in which the eponymous protagonist begins an affair with the protagonist of Flaubert's Madame Bovary.
Brauner: The Sons of Phil 9 me, and I was committing genocide, on average, three or four times a day). (Auslander, 2007b: 6) Here, as elsewhere, Shalom compounds his initial transgression through the terms in which he couches it. In comparing his protagonist's harmless acts of self-abuse with the enormity of the Holocaust, Auslander risks being accused of bad taste, but of course he takes this risk in order to expose the grotesque absurdity of such a juxtaposition-to satirise the callous insensitivity with which the religious authorities repeatedly invoke the murder of the six million in order to shame Shalom's generation into submission. His description of Shalom's first masturbatory experience again exploits the comic incongruity between his onanism and the fate of European Jewry:
I looked down at the seed I had spilled on my belly and wanted to cry . . .
From their perch on the wall outside the bedroom doorway, my fading black-and-white ancestors frowned down on me, disgusted and disappointed.
- (Auslander, 2012: 312) . However, it also recalls one of the short stories in his first book, Beware of God, 'Holocaust Tips for Children', in which Anne Frank is a presiding spirit, and which begins with the following unattributed note:
[Parents: Next Tuesday we will be commemorating Holocaust Remembrance
Day with an all-day program of films and lectures for students in grades 4-8, much of which will be graphic and potentially disturbing. Please sign and return this permission slip so that your child may attend. Thank you]. (Auslander, 2007a: 55) The irony of asking parents to grant permission for their children to be exposed to 'graphic and . . . disturbing imagery' (to which Auslander returns in Foreskin's Lament when Shalom observes dryly that obtaining permission 'was never a problem for me. My mother lived for death ' [242] ) is heightened during the remainder of the story, as the narrating consciousness of the young boy envisages the Nazi genocide being reenacted on American soil: 'They'll probably make New York City into a ghetto, like the Warsaw Ghetto' (Auslander, 2007a: 71-2 caust, 1941-1945 (1984) , provides a pithy summary of these failures: 'For its part, the American Jewish community, still extremely wary of encouraging widespread anti-Semitic and anti-alien feeling, was ambivalent and timorous in lobbying for rescue efforts and was moreover torn by bitter feuding, principally between Zionists and non-Zionists' (Sherman, 1984) .
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or with their contemporaries who have, more often than not, treated the subject of the Holocaust gravely, if not didactically. 8 However, Auslander's and Shteyngart's affinity with Roth, and with each other, is perhaps most pronounced in the ways in which they represent writing itself as a form of self-satire and self-incrimination.
These terms-which are of course interrelated-invoke but also implicitly question or even negate the notion of the self; it is on this highly contested ground that This sense of dislocation, of (self-)exile, is also addressed in a striking episode earlier in the book, when Shalom presents himself as a sort of changeling:
[M]y mother has a son named Shalom that she loves dearly, but he isn't me, or more accurately, I'm not him. He is married with many children, and he lives next door to her, in a proper Yiddishe community . . . She has been the victim of some cosmic bait-and-switch, and she has spent the years since I have dared to become myself looking for the receipt. (74-5) On the one hand, this passage is self-incriminating-Shalom has failed to be the son that his mother wished for-but on the other hand, the phrase ' dared to become myself' suggests that it is his mother's version of Shalom that is inauthentic, her sense of victimhood undercut by the bathetic image of her searching in vain for the 'receipt' that will validate her fantasy.
The question begged by the passage is how and when Shalom does 'become himself'. The paradoxical answer, of course, is when he discovers literature and decides to 9 Kafka's story, 'The Metamorphosis', lies behind both books, of course-an influence that Auslander has readily acknowledged in interviews (see Schulman [2011] for example).
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become a writer: paradoxical, because writers-particularly writers of fiction-express themselves through impersonating others. As Philip Roth put it, when asked about his identity: 'it's largely through art that I have a chance of being taken to the heart at least of my own life . . . I am nothing like so sharply delineated as a character in a book' (Finkielkraut, 1992: 130) . Initially, Shalom claims he ' didn't have much interest in being a writer' but, recognising that his life was largely made up of 'fictions that (Roth, 2005a: 111) , is shaped by his mother's infantilising treatment of him, particularly her derisive response to his request for a bathing suit with a jockstrap in it: 'For your little thing?' (51). Gary's sense of himself as abject neither begins nor ends with his mother's mocking moniker for him. His early childhood is punctuated by a series of demeaning nicknames bestowed upon him by his father, referring either to his asthma or to his facial characteristics: 'Snotty', 'Weakling', 'Jew-nose', 'big lips', and 'Yid-face' (171), although he also has a more affectionate name for him-'Igoryochek', a diminutive version of his 'pre-Gary Russian name, Igor' (9). These insults are succeeded by ' eight years of being [made to feel] subhuman at Hebrew School', where Gary is called, variously, the 'Red Nerd', the 'Red Gerbil', and 'Gary Gnu the Third'. Gary is of course complicit in his own humiliation here, not simply by virtue of reproducing this series of ignominious names but also through the self-objectifying tone (using the pronoun 'it' to refer to himself) with which he represents his alienation in these different incarnations:
'And so the Red Nerd finds itself doubly handicapped, living in a world where it speaks neither the actual language, English, nor the second and almost as important language, television' (138). This implicit acquiescence-or even collusion-in his selfabjection is made explicit by the fact that the last of these nicknames-Gary Gnu the
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Third-is self-inflicted. Yet at the same time, this self-denomination is an attempt on the part of the young Gary to take control of this narrative of abuse through an act of self-satire that subtly shifts the way in which he is perceived by his peers-from the hostile Cold War connotations of the 'Red' prefix to the suffix 'the Third', which parodies the upper-class American patriarchal tradition of sons being named after their fathers. It also marks the advent of Gary's identity as a writer: Gary Gnu the Third is the author of the 'Gnorah'-a satirical version of the Torah ' directed at the entirety of the SSSQ religious experience' and in particular 'the ornery rabbi who claims the Jews brought on the Holocaust by their overconsumption of delicious pork products' (159)-and of the science-fiction pastiche 'Planet of the Yids'. Aware that his role as the class clown and satirical scribe (which brings with it neither respect nor affection but at least a 'newfound lesser brand of hate'), Gary resolves to 'write something every day, lest I fall out of favor again and be restored to Red Gerbil status' (151). ' (113-14) . If in one respect Shteyngart's sense of self is destabilised through this proliferation of actual names (Russian, English, Hebrew), nicknames, aliases, alter egos, and personas, in another they provide the perfect preparation for his profession. If, as Roth's perennial protagonist Nathan Zuckerman suggests, the novelist's identity is a series of 'improvisations on a self' (Roth, 1990: 94) , then Shteyngart's various aliases can be seen as rehearsals for his fictional performances.
Seen in this light, the central problem of Little Failure is not that it exposes the amorphous nature of Shteyngart's identity, but rather that it attempts to focus on the man behind the curtain.
Roth himself dramatised the problems of a novelist attempting to remove his fictional masks to reveal a notionally real person underneath in his ambiguously titled memoir The Facts: A Novelist's Autobiography. The Facts is bookended by two letters: the first, preceding the main narrative, is from Roth to his fictional creation, Nathan Zuckerman, expressing his misgivings about the book and asking Zuckerman's advice; the second, a much longer letter which finishes The Facts, is Zuckerman's reply to his author, in which he advises him against publishing, on the grounds that:
'You, Roth, are the least completely rendered of all your protagonists', and that he cannot afford to ' disown' Zuckerman (Roth, 2007: 162, 168 ). Shteyngart employed a similar technique when, as part of the publicity for Absurdistan, he published a damning review of the novel in the guise of one of its characters, Jerry Shteynfarb (a self-aggrandising, opportunistic author whose role as a parodic version of his creator is signalled by his name and the title of his first novel The Russian Arriviste's Handjob, a comic mangling of The Russian Debutante's Handbook). Shteynfarb complains that 'Absurdistan's most odious creation is a certain fellow novelist whom Shteyngart describes as "an upper-middle-class phony who came to the United States as a kid and is now playing the professional immigrant game"' (Shteynfarb, 2006) .
When Shteyngart was asked in an interview with Forward Magazine if he intended
Shteynfarb to be 'your Nathan Zuckerman', he seemed tacitly to accept the analogy, observing that 'he's a good way of keeping things in perspective. And yes, he will be back, quite possibly in the next novel' (Oppenheimer, 2006) . In Little Failure, however, the self-satirical portrait of the artist is not projected through Shteynfarb but rather internalised. (Roth, 2005b: 94, 96 Yet the very terms in which Gary extends his sympathy paradoxically compound the crime for which he is ostensibly expressing guilt. The reference to the 'natural habitat' of his parents (as though Gary were an anthropologist discussing an exotic tribe) establishes an ironic distance between himself and his parents, a distance that is increased by the series of rhetorical questions that follow (questions that emphasise the limitations of their linguistic facilities and, by implication, the superiority of his own). This irony is hardly unconscious, however: Shteyngart's modus operandi is to incriminate himself, even-or especially-when he appears to be attempting to reconcile himself with (a version of) himself.
In (Rosenberg, 2015: 113) .
She goes on to claim that a new generation of Jewish authors ' question traditional icons of Jewish identity . . . like religious "chosenness" or Israel or the Holocaust-in favor of a diasporic sensibility predicated on connection and a shared humanity with others: accommodation, trust, and interdependence' (Rosenberg, 2015: 116) .
The first half of this statement certainly applies to the work of Shteyngart and
Auslander, but to attempt to recuperate their radically subversive (and at times dystopian) narratives-to see their writing as contributing to some sort of humanitarian project-would be fundamentally distorting. It is clear that Auslander and
Shteyngart-or at least their autobiographical personae-perceive themselves very much as 'underdogs', and that their humour is directed primarily at themselves. Their brand of self-satirical, self-incriminating comedy owes more to Philip Roth than to more recent role models of Jewish-American fiction, and their 'works of semi-autobiography' (Friedman, 2004: 77) are animated not by ethical concerns but by the paradoxically self-fulfilling and self-abasing impulse identified by Shteyngart: 'I write because there is nothing as joyful as writing, even when the writing is twisted and full of hate, the self-hate that makes writing not only possible but necessary' (148).
